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Practice exam question 

Shakespeare’s dramatic methods 
Cathy O’Neill 

Guidance for the question on p. 13 of the magazine. 

The opening of an answer 
Twelfth Night is an uncomfortable comedy for any audience, yet the laughter it generates is part of its 
unsettling effect. The characters who amuse us most — Feste, Sir Toby, Sir Andrew and Malvolio — 
are not all as cruel as they are comic, as Sir Andrew is a gull who is tricked and manipulated by Sir 
Toby, and although he is vain and ridiculous, he has no malice. He even prompts our pity when he is 
finally rejected by Sir Toby. Malvolio can hardly be called cruel, although he puts down Feste in a cruel 
way in 1.5 and Maria and Sir Toby more ridiculously in the drunken party of 2.5. Yet when we turn to 
Sir Toby and Feste, our response is more complex, as they are inventively comic, their language 
performing switchbacks, making us alert to their power. Cruelty is bound up with their wit so that they 
seem, at times, to be as much characters from revenge tragedy as the comic tricksters they appear to 
be at first glance. 

When we first see Feste with Maria at the start of 1.5 and later with Cesario in 3.1 we hear him at his 
wittiest — inventive, funny, quirky and entertaining. The prose exchanges with these two clever 
characters are quickfire, as he entertains them and us with logic games. From Cesario he gains 
money, and his alliance with Maria is full of affection and mutual admiration. There seems little that is 
cruel here until we hear the threat of words themselves in the Cesario scene. Feste is alert to the 
slippery nature of words (he is by his own admission not Olivia’s fool but her ‘corrupter of words’) and 
calls them ‘very rascals’. His reference to the danger of his sister having a name as ‘her name’s a 
word, and to dally with that word might make my sister wanton’ is painfully close to the recognition that 
Viola has in 2.4 that her history is a ‘blank… she never told her love/ But let concealment like a worm i’ 
th’ bud/ Feed on her damask cheek.’ So, Feste’s wit suddenly sounds more threatening and crueller. 
This shift to cruelty is made explicit in the prison scene of 4.2 where he moves between the parts of a 
sing-song fool (‘Hey, Robin, jolly Robin,/ Tell me how thy lady does’) and the pompous and 
condemning priest Sir Topas, in order to mock and disorientate the frantic Malvolio. It is helpful here to 
consider the actor Shakespeare wrote this part for — the professional and scholarly Robert Armin, 
who became part of his company in 1600.  As Bart Van Es has shown, this meant that he could use 
Armin’s inventive and ‘uneasy mixture of wise and nonsensical’ fooling to develop Feste into a figure 
of cruelty, not just the tabor-playing entertainer of his previous actor fool William Kemp. 

Part of the barb that Malvolio delivers to Feste in 1.5, prompting his revenge, is that he is little more 
than an ‘ordinary fool, that has no more brain than a stone’. Shakespeare develops Feste’s role from 
this moment, using Armin’s virtuoso range of language and song to give the lie to this put down. 
Cruelty, aimed at tearing down Malvolio’s desire to be more than a steward, is seen to be at the heart 
of his fooling and it is essential for us to recognise that we are complicit in this, even as we laugh at its 
cleverness. However much the play accepts the shifting of genders and desire, it is emphatic in its 
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rejection of the social ambitions of Malvolio, and it is Feste — with his mercurial, licenced position — 
who enacts the final blow: ‘Thus the whirligig of time brings in his revenges.’ 

Commentary 
• The answer begins decisively and argues confidently that the title demands qualification — as 

it makes a clear distinction between Feste and Sir Toby on the one hand, and the other comic 
characters on the other. 

• An examination of the genre of comedy is at the centre of the answer, which is key to any 
response to the play. Its opening statement that comedy is unsettling is further explored in 
detail in the two paragraphs on Feste. It might have benefitted from more specific references 
to particular performances that have emphasised its painful and cruel aspect, especially 
stagings of the Sir Topas scene. 

• Approaching Feste by looking at his light-hearted fooling may appear rather an indirect 
approach to the question, but it does allow the candidate to develop their reading, showing the 
more disturbing Feste emerging from innocent fooling to one that is more of a threat. 

• This answer uses knowledge of Bart Van Es’s work on the actors who were part of 
Shakespeare’s company to good effect, as the Kemp/Armin contrast is firmly outlined, 
contextualising the comedy in its early modern stage history. 

• Although the answer would obviously go on the develop the argument in relation to Sir Toby, 
in terms of what it does do on Feste it reveals a response that is well-grounded in detailed 
knowledge of the text and an ability to take on the question with confidence. 

• It is interesting that this answer makes little mention of Maria and doesn’t address her 
dominant role in the letter plot (in which Feste is absent). She might have been another 
character to explore, perhaps paired with Sir Toby. 

• It also might have been interesting to explore the extent to which Olivia and Orsino are comic 
characters in their experience of love as an obsession. Might their roles be considered as 
cruel in their responses to Cesario? 
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